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Purpose: Everyday social communication emphasizes speech comprehension. To date, most
neurobiological models regarding auditory semantic processing are based on alphabetic
languages, where the character-based languages such as Chinese are largely underrepre
sented. Thus, the current study attempted to investigate the neural network of speech
comprehension specifically for the Chinese language.
Methods: Twenty-two native Mandarin Chinese speakers were imaged while performing
a passive listening task of forward and backward sentences. Sentences were used as task stimuli,
as sentences compared with words were more frequently utilized in daily speech comprehension.
Results: Our results suggested that spoken Chinese sentence comprehension may involve
a neural network comprising the left middle temporal gyrus, the left anterior temporal lobe,
and the bilateral posterior superior temporal lobes. The occipitotemporal visual cortex was
not found to be significantly involved with the sentence-level network of spoken Chinese
comprehension, as bottom-up visualization process from homophones to visual forms may be
less needed due to the availability of top–down contextual controls in sentence processing. In
addition, no significant functional connectivity was observed, likely obscured by the low
cognitive demand of the task conditions. Limitations and future directions were discussed.
Conclusion: The current Chinese network seems to largely resemble the auditory semantic
network for alphabetic languages but with features specific to Chinese. While the left inferior
parietal lobule in the dorsal stream may have little involvement in the listening comprehen
sion of Chinese sentences, the ventral neural stream via the temporal cortex appears to be
more emphasized. The current findings deepen our understanding of how the semantic nature
of spoken Chinese sentences influences the neural mechanism engaged.
Keywords: Chinese, character-based languages, auditory semantic network, spoken
sentences, speech comprehension

Introduction

Correspondence: SH Annabel Chen
Email annabelchen@ntu.edu.sg

Everyday interpersonal communication mostly emphasizes speech comprehension.
Speech is usually relayed in sentences, which comprise sets of words but convey
meanings far more abundant than the simple sum of the constituent words. Spoken
sentence comprehension thus relies not only on the identification of individual spoken
words, but also on the contextual information giving rise to the expected meanings.
These meanings of individual spoken words in a sentence are determined by the words
preceding and following it, and the frequency of such occurrence.1 In a Chinese
sentence, the lack of grammatical inflections such as word category, case, number,
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and person therefore places greater reliance on the word
order in Chinese sentence comprehension.2,3 Every word in
a sentence must be placed in an appropriate sequence to be
compatible with the remaining words in the sentence; chan
ging one word or the position of the word sometimes may
completely alter the sentence meaning.4–6 It is thus interest
ing to understand how the brain allows a Chinese listener to
sequentially bind the isolated words into a coherent sentence
so that additional information not contained in the single
words could be delivered.
To date, most neurobiological models of auditory seman
tic processing are based on alphabetic languages like English,
where character languages like Chinese are largely under
represented. One of the most prevailing models is the dorsaland ventral-stream model.7–11 This dual-stream model entails
a specific ventral stream interfacing sounds/prints with
semantic representations, which involves the left anterior
ventral Broca’s area (BA45/47), the left anterior superior
temporal gyrus, the left middle temporal gyrus, and the left
occipitotemporal cortex. In addition, the model also concep
tualizes the ventral stream as less left-lateralized and more
bilaterally organized relative to the strongly left-dominant
dorsal stream.
In Price’s anatomical model,12 a brain map of auditory
semantic areas with their most consistent functions has been
depicted. Based on this model, auditory semantic processing
usually activates left-lateralized areas. The anterior and pos
terior portions of the superior temporal lobe are specialized
for semantic composition and phonological perception,
respectively. Activations for sentences normally spread ante
riorly to the temporal pole. Posterior middle/inferior tem
poral activations are regulated by task demands. Ventral
inferior frontal areas (pars orbicularis and pars triangularis)
may subserve the selection of task-related semantic attri
butes. The lateral parietal areas such as the angular gyri are
involved in the cross-modal integration of semantic features.
In contrast to these models, the cortical asymmetry
model specifically focuses on speech perception rather
than speech comprehension.13 According to this model,
the left and right temporal lobes are preferentially sensitive
to linguistic-specific cues and non-linguistic acoustic sig
nals, respectively.
Based on the semantic-related regions identified in
these models, a possible auditory semantic neural network
for alphabetic languages is likely to include the left infer
ior parietal lobule, the left anterior superior temporal
gyrus, the bilateral posterior superior temporal lobes, the
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left ventral inferior frontal gyrus, the left middle temporal
gyrus, and the left occipitotemporal cortex.
It is unclear whether and how this network applies to
the auditory semantic processing of the character-based
Chinese language, given the linguistic differences between
Chinese and English: While the semantic representation in
English seems to be more easily retrieved from the spoken
than written form, visual Chinese forms are presumably
less ambiguous and more available to semantic access
compared to auditory forms, due to the existence of per
vasive homophones and semantic radicals in the Chinese
language.
Based on past studies of visual Chinese recognition,
reading Chinese involved weaker activation in the left
inferior parietal lobule and greater activation in the left
middle frontal gyrus as compared with English reading.
This is likely due to the greater orthographic arbitrariness
in Chinese than English.14–20 While the left inferior par
ietal lobule is usually related to sound assembly from the
constituent phonemes, the function of assigning a syllable
to an ideographic character is normally mediated by the
left middle frontal gyrus.
However, little is known about the spoken Chinese
neuro-network, as a literature search found that only five
neuroimaging studies evaluated spoken Chinese compre
hension. Four of these five studies investigated Chinese
speech comprehension using word stimuli.21–24 The earliest
study among these four found that the bilateral occipitaltemporal cortices (BA37) and the bilateral middle temporal
gyri (BA21) had greater activity when making lexical deci
sion to spoken disyllabic Chinese words (eg, ‘太阳’ /tai4
yang2/ sun) contrasted to making lexical decision to spoken
pseudowords (eg, ‘领村’ /ling3 cun1/ nonword without
meaning).23 It is surprising to capture the lexical effect in
the bilateral occipital-temporal visual cortices, as no visual
word forms were physically presented. The authors there
after argued that this finding would reflect the automatic
activation of Chinese visual characters when corresponding
phonological representations were activated, as was the
case in the spoken recognition of alphabetic
languages.25,26 In addition to the bilateral visual cortices,
the bilateral middle temporal gyri were also seen in the
words > pseudowords contrast. This possibly indicates the
greater lexicosemantic representations in real words than
pseudowords.
More recently, similar findings are observed in two
studies using similar task paradigms, where auditory
meaning relatedness judgment compared to tone baseline
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evoked greater activations in the bilateral posterior tem
poral lobes (BA22 in Liu et al, 2009; BA48 in Zou et al,
2015), the left occipitotemporal cortex (BA18 in Liu et al,
2009; BA37 in Zou et al, 2015), and the left ventral frontal
lobe (BA47 in Liu et al, 2009; BA45 in Zou et al,
2015).21,24 Both studies ascertained the significance of
the left pars triangularis (ventral inferior frontal gyrus) in
Chinese auditory lexicosemantic processing. It has also
been interpreted in these two studies that the recruitment
of the left occipitotemporal cortex was driven by the
interaction of orthographic and phonological representa
tions during spoken Chinese word recognition. However,
the regions of interest (ROIs) applied in Zou et al’s study
(2015) were defined from the same study, thus limiting
power of inference of the findings.
In addition to regional activation pattern, interregional
connectivity network underpinning Chinese auditory lex
icosemantic processing was examined in Wu et al’s study
(2009) using multivariate independent component analysis
(ICA).22 While the regional activation results seen in the
occipitotemporal cortex (right lingual gyrus, BA18) and
the left ventral frontal lobe (BA45/47) were consistent
with Liu et al’s (2009) and Zou et al’s (2015), several
intensely-connected networks were identified within the
extensive fronto-temporal cortex when contrasting
Chinese auditory semantic dangerousness judgment (eg,
‘手枪’ /shou3 qiang1/ gun) to a rest baseline. This high
lights the significance of the fronto-temporal co-activation
in Chinese auditory lexicosemantic processing. However,
it was also recognized by Wu et al (2009) that the net
works were extracted in a relatively broad manner, without
being further separated into more precise sub-networks
such as interlinks between two paired regions.
Nevertheless, this study broadens our understanding of
the complex neuro-mechanism underlying Chinese audi
tory lexicosemantic processing, which is not only
mediated by isolated brain regions but also dependent on
the interactions of several areas in a parallel distributed
hierarchy.
In addition to these four studies examining spoken
Chinese comprehension using word stimuli, only one pub
lished study was found to assess Chinese auditory seman
tic neural networks using sentence stimuli.27 In fact,
sentences are more frequently utilized in everyday speech
comprehension and thus worthy of further research
investigations.
In Xu et al’s study (2013) listening to the scrambled
sentence composed by randomly-selected words compared
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with the sentence consisting of misplaced-consonant sylla
bles elicited stronger activations in the left occipitotemporal
cortex (BA37/20), the left middle temporal gyrus (BA21),
and the left ventral inferior frontal gyrus (BA47), which is
partly consistent with the auditory semantic neuro-network
for alphabetic languages. However, this activation pattern is
essentially more representative for lexicosemantic proces
sing rather than for sentence-level semantic processing,
despite the utilization of sentence-level stimuli in this study.
The aim of Xu et al’s study (2013) was to investigate whether
lexical meaning can be accessed in pitch-flattened (mono
tone) sentences in tonal languages like Mandarin Chinese.
Therefore, the contrast of scrambled sentences and misplaced
consonant sentences was used as a ‘localizer’ to target
regions responsible for accessing meaning to words but not
to sentences, assuming word intelligibility was the major
difference between these two types of sentences: Scrambled
sentences were syntactically anomalous and unintelligible at
the sentence level, while the consonant replacement led to
syntactic anomaly and unintelligibility at the levels of both
words and sentences. Given the actual differences between
the two conditions, the neural networks underlying spoken
Chinese sentence comprehension still remains unanswered.
There is limited literature about language networks for
spoken Chinese sentence comprehension, and even less
knowledge is available for the interregional connectivity
pattern underpinning this process. To date, anatomical
connectivity underlying the Chinese semantic system has
been examined using diffusion tensor imaging.28 In this
study, reduced fractional anisotropy and greater lesion
percentage in the left inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus
were found to be correlated with more severe semantic
deficits in Chinese patients, irrespective of factors such as
the input modality (visual vs auditory), output modality
(verbal vs non-verbal), patients’ overall cognitive state,
whole lesion volume, type of brain damage, and grey
matter involvement. It is not far-fetched to presume that
the underlying anatomical networks for Chinese semantic
processing also support Chinese auditory sentence com
prehension. If so, the semantic processing of spoken
Chinese sentences would likely involve the left inferior
fronto-occipital fasciculus connecting the posterior lateral
temporal cortex to frontal cortex as indicated for Chinese
semantic comprehension.
As with anatomical connectivity, only one study was
found to investigate functional connectivity underlying
Chinese sentential semantic processing.29 However, sen
tence stimuli in this study were presented visually instead
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of aurally. Results showed that the incongruent > congru
ent contrast produced stronger functional connectivity
between the left/right ventral inferior frontal gyrus and
several inhibitory-related regions such as BA40 (inferior
parietal lobule) and BA46 (dorsal lateral prefrontal cor
tex), suggesting that the comprehension system attempted
to suppress or replace the semantically-violated word in
a given incongruent sentence (eg,'连这么大的声音张都能
听清楚, 太敏锐了° ' /lian2 zhe4 me da4 de sheng1 yin1
zhang1 dou1 neng2 ting1 qing1 chu3, tai4 min3 rui4 le/
Even such a loud sound can be heard by Zhang; he has
a sharp hearing). However, the authors did not examine
congruent > incongruent conditions, which could provide
more information regarding semantic comprehension with
out conflict. Nevertheless, the finding from this study is
still valuable for the understanding of the functional con
nectivity specific to Chinese sentence comprehension.
Given the limited investigation into the semantic neural
networks underlying spoken Chinese sentence processing,
the current study was conducted to fill this research gap.
We used an archival fMRI data set collected from native
Mandarin Chinese participants performing a forwardbackward passive listening task. This task paradigm allows
us to identify the sentential semantic component through the
forward > backward contrast, since the sentence-level
semantic information that was intact in the forward condition
was largely eliminated in the backward baseline. Based on
the auditory semantic network for alphabetic languages and
past studies of Chinese neuro-networks, whole-brain activa
tions were hypothesized to be observed in the bilateral pos
terior superior temporal lobes, the left middle frontal gyrus,
the left ventral inferior frontal gyrus, the left anterior superior
temporal cortex, the left middle temporal gyrus, and the left
occipitotemporal cortex. To further identify the functional
connections between these hypothesized regions, a priori
ROIs were created, and functional connectivity between
these ROIs was computed.

Materials and Methods
Participants
An archival neuroimaging data set of 26 native speakers of
Mandarin Chinese was employed in the current study. The
study was conducted in Taiwan and all participants used
traditional Chinese characters in their everyday reading and
writing. None of them had a history of neurological diseases
or psychiatric disorders, and the participants had received
17.6 years of education (SD = 2.2 years, range = 13–23
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years) on average. All participants gave informed consent
approved by the Institutional Review Board at National
Taiwan University Hospital before the experiment, and
this study was conducted in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki.
Three male participants were excluded due to the poor
image quality. Another male participant was excluded due
to missing data from the follow-up sentence comprehension
test and his engagement in the passive listening task could
not be verified. The remaining 22 right-handed participants
were included in subsequent data analysis (12 females;
mean age = 25.7 years, SD = 4.3 years, range = 19–35
years; mean handedness score = 87.2, SD = 17.8, range =
42.8–100).

Procedure
A block design passive listening task was adapted from
Maldjian et al.30 In the task, participants were instructed to
listen to a short story played for 30 sec in the forward
block, and listened to the same text played backwards for
another 30 sec in the backward block. It is of note that the
audio in the backward condition was a complete reversal
of the forward audio. Thus, the backward audio was not
comprehensible at either the lexical or the sentential level.
Five forward blocks and five backward blocks were alter
nated in one run (Figure 1), and the task was comprised of
five runs in total. The task was considered to provide
a well-matched between-condition comparison, as both
forward and backward conditions had equivalent spectral
information profile such as intensity, pitch, and amplitude
(Table 1) but mainly differed in their meaningfulness.
Although no response was required for the task, partici
pants’ concentration on the task was assessed by a followup comprehension test after the scan, which included 10
questions requiring responses of “right” or “wrong” with
no response time-limit.

Image Acquisition
The current experiment applied functional magnetic reso
nance imaging (fMRI). This technology is non-invasive
and replicable with good spatial resolution down to milli
meters and fair temporal resolution within a few seconds.
Given that neural activity is coupled with cerebral blood
flow, fMRI measures neural activity by detecting changes
in the oxygen level in blood. That is, when blood flow to
a brain region increases, neural activity of this region is
also presumed to increase.
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Figure 1 The design of the forward-backward passive listening task.

Participants were imaged in a 3 Tesla Siemens Trio MRI
scanner with a 12-channel head coil at National Taiwan
University Hospital. The echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence
was used to obtain functional images: repetition time (TR) =
2000 ms, echo time (TE) = 24 ms, flip angle (FA) = 90 °, field
of view (FOV) = 240 mm, matrix size = 64 × 64, voxel size =
3.8 mm x 3.8 mm x 3.8 mm, slice thickness = 3.8 mm, and 34
axial slices aligned to the anterior-posterior commissure plane
with a total of 150 images per task. A T2-weighted image was
acquired with TR = 5920 ms, TE = 102 ms, FA = 150°, FOV =
250mm, matrix size = 256 × 256, voxel size = 1 mm x 1 mm
x 3.9 mm, slice thickness = 3.9 mm, and 34 axial slices. A high
resolution T1-weighted 3D Magnetization-Prepared RApid
Gradient-Echo (MPRAGE) whole-brain scan was also

Psychology Research and Behavior Management 2020:13

acquired using TR = 1380 ms, TE = 2.6 ms, FA = 15°, FOV
= 250 mm, matrix size = 256×256, and voxel size = 1mm
x 1mm x 1mm, slice thickness = 1 mm.

Image Analysis
The neuroimaging data were subjected to a three-stage pre
processing protocol implemented in Statistical Parametric
Mapping 8 (SPM8; Department of Cognitive Neurology,
London, UK).31 The first stage was conducted for each indi
vidual participant, where all structural and functional images
were reoriented to an origin at the anterior commissure, fol
lowed by a slice timing correction of the functional images to
the middle slice,32 a realignment of the functional images to
the first volume, a co-registration of the T1 MPRAGE image
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Table 1 The Acoustic Characteristics of the Forwardly- and Backwardly-Presented Audio Stimuli
Forward

Backward

(n=25 Blocks)

(n=25 Blocks)

Paired-Sample Difference

Intensity (dB)

Min
Max
Mean

25.6±5.2
73.7±2.4
62.7±1.9

25.5±5.2
73.7±2.4
62.7±1.9

t (24) = 1.265, p = 0.218
t (24) = 0.912, p = 0.371
t (24) = −0.979, p = 0.337

Pitch (Hz)

Min
Max

76.0±6.4
447.8±66.4

76.3±6.5
455.3±63.1

t (24) = −1.367, p = 0.184
t (24) = −1.180, p = 0.249

Mean

209.1±5.2

209.2±5.2

t (24) = −1.084, p = 0.289

Min

−0.259±0.067

−0.259±0.067

t (24) = 0, p = 1.000

Max
Mean

0.268±0.069
0.0233±0.0002

0.268±0.069
0.0233±0.0002

t (24) = 0, p = 1.000
t (24) = −0.388, p = 0.702

Amplitude (Pascal)

Note: The above phonetic information was extracted using the Praat toolbox (https://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/).

to the mean functional image, and a segmentation of the T1
MPRAGE image into gray matter (GM), white matter (WM),
and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). This first stage generated a GM
template and a WM template for each participant. The GM
and WM templates from all participants were superimposed
together in the second stage, to generate a group template and
a flow field for each participant. The group template and
individual flow field were utilized for the normalization and
smoothing of each participant in the last stage. Individual
functional images and GM image were normalized to
Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space and smoothed
with a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM). While the first preprocessing stage went through
conventional preprocessing, the second and third stages
underwent Diffeomorphic Anatomical RegisTration using
Exponentiated Lie algebra (DARTEL) preprocessing instead
for improved normalization.33,34
After the three stages of preprocessing, whole-brain
activation maps in the forward > backward contrast were
obtained for each participant. Group activations across all
participants were computed in the forward > backward
contrast using a one-sample t-test. Results were thre
sholded at p-FWE <0.05, cluster size ≥10 voxels. The
FWE correction has been validated to generate more
robust results as compared to the FDR-corrected or uncor
rected results.35,36 By combining a voxel-level threshold
(p-FWE < 0.05) with the cluster-based control (≥10 vox
els), the overly small clusters likely resulting from false
positives could be excluded, allowing for the suprathres
hold clusters to be specifically identified with stronger
statistical power.35,36
In addition to the whole-brain analyses, ROIs were also
created for the examination of possible functional
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connections between them. Based on our hypothesis, the
left middle frontal gyrus, the left ventral inferior frontal
gyrus, the left anterior superior temporal gyrus, the left
middle temporal gyrus, the bilateral posterior superior
temporal gyri, and the left occipitotemporal cortex were
selected as a priori ROIs. The center coordinates of these
ROIs were identified from a meta-analysis conducted by
the first author (see Table 2 for more information).37 Using
the MarsBaR toolbox,38 the ROIs of the left posterior
superior temporal gyrus, the right posterior superior tem
poral gyrus, the left anterior superior temporal gyrus, the
left occipitotemporal cortex, the left middle frontal gyrus,
the left ventral inferior frontal gyrus, and the left middle
temporal gyrus were defined as 8mm spheres centered at
(−58, −14, −2), (64, −6, −6), (−50, 14, −16), (−56, −54,
−14), (−48, 24, 24), (−42, 36, −4), and (−60, −42, −2),
respectively.
Functional connectivity between every pair of these
predefined ROIs was calculated in the forward > back
ward contrast by CONN 17b (https://www.nitrc.org/pro
jects/conn) implemented in SPM8. ROI-to-ROI func
tional connectivity indicates the level of linear associa
tion of the blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) time
series between each pair of ROIs.39,40 When distributed
brain ROIs display strongly correlated patterns of neural
activity change, it is taken as evidence that these ROIs
are functionally connected.41 After “setup” and “denois
ing” phases, the first (individual) level analysis generates
files for all the possible participant/condition/ROI combi
nations. In the second (group) level analysis, by specify
ing Fisher z-transformed correlation coefficient values for
between-condition and between-ROI contrasts, the corre
sponding participant/condition/ROI files yielded in the
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Table 2 Liu’s Meta-Analytic Results (2017) in (a) Chinese & English Visual Semantic Processing and (b) English Auditory Semantic
Processing
Volume

Region

BA

MNI Coordinate

(mm3)

Max ALE

x

y

z

(a) Chinese & English visual semantic processing (n = 125 studies)
5848

2024

1136

Left middle frontal gyrus

46

−48

24

24

0.028

Left inferior frontal gyrus

9, 44–47

−42

36

−4

0.02

Left superior frontal gyrus

8

−2

24

48

0.038

Left medial frontal gyrus

6

0

8

52

0.015

Left middle temporal gyrus

21

−60

−42

−2

0.02

(b) English auditory semantic processing (n = 40 studies)
8320

Left superior temporal gyrus

21, 41

−58

−14

−2

0.044

6320

Left inferior frontal gyrus

47

−46

28

−6

0.033

Left middle frontal gyrus
Left insula

46
13

−50
−36

24
22

24
14

0.021
0.021

Right superior temporal gyrus

22

64

−6

−6

0.038

Right middle temporal gyrus

21

64

−30

0

0.021

Left inferior temporal gyrus

20

−56

−54

−14

0.023

Left fusiform gyrus

37

−46

−58

−12

0.019

1968

Left superior temporal gyrus

38

−50

14

−16

0.026

1336

Left supramarginal gyrus
Left middle temporal gyrus

40
39

−54
−42

−52
−60

28
24

0.018
0.016

4576

3016

Notes: The highlighted coordinates were defined as the ROI centers in the current study; ALE, Activation-Likelihood Estimation; Meta-analysis could not be directly
conducted for the Chinese auditory semantic processing of interest due to the overly small number of Chinese auditory semantic studies (n = 5) compared to the required
minimal dataset size of 17 studies in a meta-analysis (Eickhoff et al, 2016); Individual ALE maps were thresholded at cluster level p < 0.05, with clusters generated under
1000 permutations and a threshold of uncorrected p < 0.001; Contrast analyses were thresholded under a threshold of p < 0.05 (uncorrected) with 10,000 permutations
and a minimum cluster volume of 250 mm3.

first-level would be extracted together for group-level
correlation analyses accordingly. It is believed that the
ROI-to-ROI functional connectivity represents the best
approach to directly reveal brain connectivity.42,43 Here,
our study utilized the most updated version (17b) of the
CONN toolbox at the time when this analysis was con
ducted, where the component-based noise correction
(CompCor) method is implemented to improve the ana
lysis sensitivity, selectivity, and interscan reliability.44
Results of functional connectivity were thresholded at
p-uncorrected (connection-level) <0.001 and network
based statistics (NBS) p-FWE (by intensity) <0.05. NBS
is a non-parametric approach based on permutation tests
that looks at the extent of specific subnetworks of inter
connected ROIs. It was verified that stronger power could
be gained by combining a connection-level threshold
with NBS thresholding relative to the individual connec
tion-level inference.45

Psychology Research and Behavior Management 2020:13

Results
In the comprehension test that followed the passive listening
task, the 22 participants had a mean accuracy of 86% (SD =
8%, range = 70–100%) and a mean reaction time of 2863 ms
(SD = 2593 ms, range = 1413–12,504 ms). This accuracy
ascertained participants’ attentiveness and engagement in the
passive listening task, so that the neuroimaging results are
supposed to reflect the neural network that supports speech
comprehension rather than simple sound perception.
Table 3 and Figure 2 show the whole-brain activity
maps of the 22 participants, where greater activations for
the forward than the backward condition were observed in
the bilateral superior temporal gyri (BA38), the right
superior temporal gyrus (BA22), the left middle temporal
gyrus (BA21), the left supplementary motor area (BA6),
and the left precentral gyrus (BA6). Corresponding brain
regions and Brodmann areas (BAs) of the resulted coordi
nates were identified using the respective templates in the
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Table 3 Peak Coordinates Within the Significant Clusters of the Whole-Brain Activation in the Forward > Backward Contrast
Region

BA

MNI
x

y

z

Cluster size

T

Left superior temporal gyrus

38

−57

8

−15

283

11.53

Left middle temporal gyrus
Right superior temporal gyrus

21
38

−65
57

−8
11

−11
−19

20
31

9.65
8.18

Right superior temporal gyrus

22

57

−19

−4

24

7.72

Left precentral gyrus
Left supplementary motor area

6
6

−42
−8

0
8

46
61

16
13

7.97
8.67

Notes: Cluster criterion, p-FWE < 0.05, cluster size ≥ 10 voxels.
Abbreviation: BA, Brodmann area.

MRIcron toolbox (https://www.nitrc.org/projects/mricron),
the MARINA toolbox,46 and the Yale BioImage Suite
Online (https://bioimagesuiteweb.github.io/webapp/mni2
tal.html).
No significant functional connectivity was observed
between any pair of ROIs in the forward > backward contrast.

Discussion
The current study aimed to identify the neural networks of
spoken Chinese sentence comprehension using a forwardbackward passive listening task. Based on the past literature,
the Chinese auditory sentential semantic network was
hypothesized to involve the bilateral posterior superior tem
poral lobes, the left middle frontal gyrus, the left ventral
inferior frontal gyrus, the left anterior superior temporal
cortex, the left middle temporal gyrus, and the left occipito
temporal cortex. The current whole-brain results validated
that most of the expected regions were involved except for
the left frontal regions and the left occipitotemporal cortex.

Whole-Brain Activation Results
In the forward > backward contrast, expected activations
were observed in the left middle temporal gyrus (BA21),
the left anterior superior temporal gyrus (BA38), and the

right posterior superior temporal gyrus (BA22). No signifi
cant activity was found in the hypothesized regions of the left
middle frontal gyrus, the left ventral inferior frontal gyrus,
and the left occipitotemporal cortex, while unexpected acti
vations were noted in the left sensorimotor area (BA6).
The left middle temporal gyrus observed in the forward >
backward contrast probably reflected the greater lexicoseman
tic processing involved in the forward than the backward
condition, given the role of this region in lexicosemantic
representations.47
In contrast to the middle temporal gyrus which underpins
lexicosemantic storage, the left anterior temporal lobe (BA38)
is usually involved in grouping words into a larger unit for
sentence-level comprehension.48,49 In a meta-analysis of 164
semantic-related neuroimaging studies,50 the anterior tem
poral lobe has been verified to be steadfastly activated in
combinational semantic representations, above and beyond
the influences of stimuli or tasks (eg, passive listening, passive
reading, semantic judgment). In addition to the function of
sentential semantic composition, the current involvement of
the left anterior temporal lobe (BA38) may also be related to
its role in building basic syntactic structure such as quantifier
or prepositional phrases.10,51–55 Anatomically, a segregation
has been reported in the left anterior temporal lobe, with its

Figure 2 The whole-brain activation maps in the forward > backward contrast; p-FWE < 0.05, cluster size ≥ 10 voxels. Abbreviations: MTG, middle temporal gyrus; STG,
superior temporal gyrus.
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anterior and posterior partition subserving basic syntactic
manipulations and semantic associations, respectively.56
These functional and structural evidences jointly point to
a combinatorial role of the left anterior temporal lobe in
compositional semantic operations as well as in the basic
syntactic building in the current study.
The right posterior superior temporal cortex was acti
vated likely for the prosodic computation as well as the
complex syntactic analysis. On one hand, this area was
recruited probably to cope with greater prosodic processes
involved in the intelligible speech than in unintelligible
backward sounds.13,57,58 On the other hand, the complex
syntax needed to be addressed in the forward but not the
backward audios might also contribute to the greater activ
ity of this area in the forward > backward contrast.8,59
It is known that Chinese sentences do not entail gram
matical inflections that mark word category (eg, happy,
happiness), case (eg, I wish, he wishes), number (eg, cat,
cats), time tense (eg, is, was, been), person (eg, he, him),
and so on.2,3 Thus, the semantic access of Chinese sen
tences may require emphasis on the serial word order
imposed by syntactic structure, where every word in
a sentence must be embedded in an appropriate position
and compatible with the words preceding and following it;
scrambling the word order will alter the sentence meaning
in its entirety.4–6 Therefore, the syntactic analysis repre
sented in the posterior superior temporal lobe was prob
ably at a relatively complex level, such as sequencing
compositional audio words and updating context accord
ingly, contrasted to the left anterior temporal lobe that
preferentially regulated basic syntactic building. The
respective parts of the left anterior temporal lobe and
posterior superior temporal cortex in basic syntactic build
ing and complex syntactic analysis likely implied that
grammatical processing was not localized to one single
region, but rather was instantiated in a network involving
both the anterior and the posterior temporal systems.11,60
Despite the observation of expected temporal activa
tions, neural activations outside the temporal cortex were
largely out of expectation. First, unpredicted activations
were observed in the left sensorimotor area (BA6), which
was likely elicited by the covert articulatory repetition
more likely occurring in the forward than in the backward
audio listening. In addition, several expected regions did
not show significant activations in the forward > backward
contrast. These regions included the occipitotemporal cor
tex, the left middle frontal gyrus, and the left ventral
inferior frontal cortex.
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The lack of activity in the occipitotemporal visual cortex
possibly implied that the homophone disambiguation during
Chinese sentence listening may require less visualization of
heard speech into the written form, owing to the scaffold of
sentence context and syntax. This was contrasted to the
involvement of orthography in Chinese word listening as
indicated in past studies.21–24 Although the left occipitotem
poral cortex was reported in Xu et al’s study (2013), it could
not be taken as evidence for the involvement of orthography
in Chinese sentence listening, given the major focus of that
study on lexicosemantic rather than sentence-level semantic
processing despite the use of sentence stimuli.27
In fact, the null finding of the left middle frontal gyrus in
the forward > backward contrast may also stem from the lower
need for speech-to-print conversion in Chinese sentence lis
tening, given the role of the left middle frontal gyrus in assign
ing the represented syllable to a Chinese character.16,61 On the
other hand, the general absence of significant left inferior/
middle frontal activations in the forward > backward contrast
was more likely attributable to the task effect.62 Listening to
normal sentences with no response required might invoke
a relatively low cognitive load in the forward condition as in
the backward baseline. Thus, subtracting the neural activity of
the backward from the forward condition could have cancelled
out the expected left frontal activations, given the possible role
of the left frontal lobe in executive control.63–65
In sum, expected activations were observed in the tem
poral cortex, including the left middle temporal gyrus, the left
anterior superior temporal gyrus, and the right posterior
superior temporal gyrus. However, expected activation in
the occipitotemporal visual cortex was not observed, where
visualization of heard sentences to the written forms may be
less necessary for homophone discrimination given the avail
ability of contextual scaffolding in sentence processing.
Likely due to task sensitivity, expected activations were not
shown in the left middle frontal gyrus and the left ventral
inferior frontal gyrus, while unexpected activations were
noted in the left sensorimotor cortex.
Taken together, the current data substantiated the invol
vement of the left middle temporal gyrus, the left anterior
superior temporal cortex, and the bilateral posterior superior
temporal lobes in Chinese auditory sentential semantic
neuro-network. This network seems to largely resemble the
auditory semantic network for alphabetic languages, with
minor specificity noted. Likely tuned to the specific linguistic
nature of Chinese, the semantic processing of spoken
Chinese sentences appears to elicit little dorsal-stream
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activation in the left inferior parietal lobule, while having
greater recruitment of the ventral stream via the temporal
system.

The Functional Connectivity Pattern
Within the Predefined Network
Within the predefined network, none of the ROI-to-ROI func
tional connectivity was significant in the forward > backward
contrast. The null result was likely because the higher-order
interregional coordination was less needed by the forwardstory passive listening where no responses were required.
Meanwhile, the completely incomprehensible reversed sounds
in the backward baseline might have involved participants in
a semi-resting mental state. This may allow self-thoughts or
contemplation to occur, which might induce semantic-like coactivations in the backward baseline, obscuring the functional
connectivity patterns that might have been present in the
forward speech listening. However, these are speculations
which requires further investigations with better task para
digms to more precisely isolate the interconnected network
underlying Chinese auditory sentential semantic processing.

Conclusions
Our data suggest that Chinese auditory sentence comprehen
sion may involve a neural network comprising the left middle
temporal gyrus, the left anterior temporal lobe, and the bilateral
posterior superior temporal lobes. The occipitotemporal visual
cortex was not found to be involved in the sentence-level
network of spoken Chinese comprehension, as bottom-up
visualization process from homophones to visual forms may
be less needed due to the availability of top–down contextual
controls in sentence processing. In addition, no significant
functional connectivity was observed, likely obscured by the
low cognitive demand in the task conditions. This calls for
future studies to utilize a more demanding task with a more
comparable baseline.
The current Chinese network appears to be generally
consistent with the classical networks based on alphabetic
languages, but with features specific to Chinese. While the
left inferior parietal lobule in the dorsal stream seems to be
less involved in the listening comprehension of Chinese
sentences, the ventral stream via the temporal cortex appears
to be more relevant. These findings deepen our understand
ing of how the semantic nature of spoken Chinese sentences
influences the neural mechanism engaged.

Limitations
The current study employed an archival dataset that may lead
to some concerns for the validity of the task paradigm for
examining auditory sentence comprehension. It is plausible
that linguistic components other than semantic processing of
sentences differed between the forward and backward task
conditions. These aspects of non-interest included syntactic
parsing, prosody, word segmentation, lexical access, and
temporal sequence, and thus could partially confound activa
tions supposedly observed for sentential semantic proces
sing. However, the forward and the backward sounds were
comparable in low-level acoustic stimulation (Table 1),
allowing for the semantic and syntactic aspects to be mainly
distinguished after the forward > backward comparison.
Nevertheless, future studies may still consider using
a baseline such as “musical rain,” which is also scrambled
and unintelligible, but with fine-temporal dynamics more
closely matched to the normal speech. With a better matched
baseline, the semantic component of interest could be more
precisely localized in the task > baseline contrast, and the
functional connectivity patterns obscured in the current study
are more likely to be clarified. The above limitations may not
cover all the possible weaknesses in the current study, but
they might provide some worthy points of consideration for
future research.
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